
The
Educational
Conference

Your Students 
Are Already 

     Attending…



…the Grand Rapids Comic-Con!
Hi educators,

Before you dismiss this please hear us out.

As an instructor, you are probably already familiar with our event 
through talk from your students from ones that attended and others 
that wish they could attend. Behind all the facade of costuming, 
gaming, and other escapist fun at the Grand Rapids Comic-Con 
there is over one hundred hours of programming on ten stages. We 
bring in numerous experts in the fields of art, writing, literature, film, 
business and even history and mental health to give educational 
panels on their expertise or profession.

Your students will find our event engaging for your students for 
a few reasons. First of all, they will be surrounded by pop culture 
which I don’t have to tell you reaches into their sphere of interest. 
Second, they already know quite a few of the people speaking and 
their impact on their hobbies outside of school so their interest 
level is piqued. Third, you will be surprised how many high school 
and middle school-level students attend panels and presentations 
willingly already. It is a perfect opportunity to engage them in extra 
credit projects, small groups, and other educational opportunities.

In this pamphlet we will cover the educational panels at the Grand 
Rapids which will be broken down by curriculum and day. We will 
also show how to use our event for student engagement as well as 
furthering your own knowledge, and how to use the event to better 
reach your students in the future.

Thank you for your time, and we hope you find this information useful.

Mark Hodges

Event Director



How To Use Our Event For Your Students

There are numerous ways to use the Grand Rapids Comic-Con for your 
students who may plan on attending:

1. Assign the event for extra credit: For the students who can attend, pick 
a selection of talent and ask the students to attend one or two of those 
panels. Have them attend on their own and write a report on what they 
hear . Give extra credit for their efforts.

2. Organize a small group of most interested students to attend: We do 
have a group rate of only $23 for attendance on Friday, November 12, for 
any group of five or more. You can find that information at www.grcomic-
con.com/group-rates.

3. Field Trip!: You can always arrange a field trip on any of the three days. 
Friday has the discounted group rates (sorry, none on Saturday or Sunday), 
but you could buy tickets at www.grcomiccon.com/tickets if you wanted to 
attend as a group on Saturday or Sunday.

How To Use The Event For YOU

There are numerous ways that you, as an instructor, can use the Grand 
Rapids Comic-Con for your own educational advancement:

1. Attend Panels Yourself: Maybe some of these panels are 101-level stuff, 
but many of them are not. Also remember that the instructors are not 
people who learned it ina college, but rather the school of hard knocks 
and experience so their perspective may be very different that a standard 
textbook.

2. Engage with the panelists: Educational questions that the average high 
school student may not ask are welcome. Many of the panelists will save 
time for questions so please take advantage of the opportunity.

3. Follow-Up: Just about every panelist will have a booth in the vending 
hall, so find the one(s) you may wish to engage with and ask them more 
detailed questions at their booth in quiet times.

4. Bring the panelist to your classroom: If you find somebody who is partic-
ularly engaging then go to their booth and check to see if they do panels 
on Zoom, which you could share with your students.



How To Use The Event To Engage With Your Students

It may not look like it, but this is a perfect opportunity to engage your 
students outside of the classroom and reach them on a different level than 
the traditional classroom:

1. Attend yourself: If you can go for a day pop on in and check out all the fun!
2. Say hi to your students: You might be surprised on how a simple hello at 
a show like ours will change the perceptions of your students. They get to 
see you outside of an educational setting which will challenge their views 
of their day to day instructors.
3. Wear a costume: This may sound ridiculous to some of you, but there 
will be literally hundreds and hundreds of adults in some form of costume 
so you won’t be alone. In addition, your students who see you in a cos-
tume will see a very different side than what you display at school which 
can change a lot for a student, especially if you do something that is 
involved in education such as an instructor at Hogwart’s or a Jedi knight. 
Plus, be honest to yourself: your best memory of past educators in your 
life was when they stepped out of their stereotype and cut loose a bit, so 
give your students the same memory of you.

Group Rates
We do have group rates for five or more people for only $23 
each for Friday, November 12! You may find more information 
on this discounted group rate at www.grcomiccon.com/group-
rates.

Programming Panels
The following are suggested programming panels for students 
within specific fields of study. As an educator, you may find 
something that better fits your students’ needs and your cur-
rent curriculum than what we think, so make sure to read the 
whole thing for a better picture.

A full schedule of panels and times for each panel can be found 
at www.grcomiccon.com/schedule. 
Schedule is subject to change without notice.



WRITING

Friday, November 11

Paul D. Storrie - Hey Kids! Comics!
Are you an aspiring author? Gamemaster who wants to create amazing worlds for 
their players to wreck? Bryan will talk about about the similarities of world build-
ing for both books and TTRPGs, as well as the important differences. There will be 
plenty of time for questions and discussion at the end.

Meredith Ireland - You Finished Writing a Novel! Now What?

Writing a book takes talent, but bringing your work from a draft to available in 
stores takes perseverance and know how. In this one day class we’ll explore how 
to get your book into the best shape possible, how and when to query literary 
agents, and how to pitch your work. We will review the process of landing an 
agent, how to handle rejection, and what comes between signing and a book 
deal.

Bryan Donihue - 
Selling Books and Making Fans: Conventions for Indie Authors

Bryan Donihue is joined by guest panelist Jean Davis to discuss selling books at 
conventions and turning those customers into fans. They will discuss topics such 
as: booth setup and appearance, pricing and selling books, and converting read-
ers into fans and super fans.

Sara Raasch and Kristen Simmons
The Art Of Writing A Book With Another Author

Ever wonder what it’s like to write a book with a friend? Two heads are better 
than one! Bestselling authors Sara Raasch and Kristen Simmons discuss co-author-
ing their YA fantasy series, SET FIRE TO THE GODS, and answer questions about 
the joys, challenges, and shenanigans involved in creating a novel together.



Saturday, November 12

Frank Tieri, Dirk Manning, & Christy McCulfor - The Art Of Writing Comics
Join these three writers as they discuss the art of writing a good comic story and how 
to incorporate that into the art form we know as a comic book.

Eric Anderson - Exile In Popular Ficion
Exile has been a theme in fiction, mythology and religion for millennia. It has also been 
a factor in real life for many folks. Let’s consider the lessons found in media, both 
recent and ancient, from the Odyssey to the Marvel version of Thor and even Stranger 
Things 4.

Michael Mammay - How to give and receive feedback on a novel
One of the hardest things to learn when it comes to writing is how to handle feed-
back. Often aspiring writers see-saw from not accepting any feedback to accepting 
too much. In this session, author Michael Mammay will discuss how to find the right 
balance, both in giving and receiving critique on writing.

Jean Davis - Creating Captivating Characters
Characters can make or break a story. We’ll explore ways to craft an engaging cast that 
will keep readers turning pages and eagerly awaiting your next book. From creation to 
fine-tuning during edits, we’ll delve into what makes a character come alive.

Jim C. Hines - Escapism When the World is on Fire
Every story doesn’t have to be a profound, world-changing work. Sometimes we 
just want to escape into a world of magic or spaceships or superheroes (or all of the 
above). But how does the role of escapist literature change in times of pandemic or 
war or personal crisis? And how are writers supposed to create such work when it feels 
like their whole world is on fire?

Michael Mammay - Military SF: What’s Real and What’s Not
A writer with military experience, Michael would tie this into his own military service 
and military history background to discuss what is possible in military-themed sci-fi, 
what could be on the horizon, and what is pure fantasy.



Sunday, November 13

Frank Tieri - Q&A With Frank

Comic book writer Frank Tieri discusses his career writing comics such as Batman, 
Deadpool, and Harley Quinn, and takes answers from the audience.

C.J. Redwine - Cinderella  2.0

 Are you interested in writing fairytale retellings, but you aren’t sure where to start? 
C.J. Redwine, author of the New York Times best selling Ravenspire retelling series, 
discusses how to transform your favorite tale into a commercial hit sure to delight 
publishers and readers alike. Learn how to choose the right story, how to make it your 
own, and how to deliver that wow factor to your readers.

Dirk Manning - Write Or Wrong: Creating Comics By The Numbers

Whether you’re a writer or an artist, finding the time, energy, and finances to create 
comics can be daunting to the point where it completely stifles the creative process. 
Writer Dirk Manning (NIGHTMARE WORLD, TALES OF MR. RHEE, BUTTS IN SEATS, 
etc.) not only understands this struggle, but has also found ways to overcome and 
succeed by adhering to some simple numbers-based rules that will help you survive 
and thrive! If you’re interested in creating comics – or you are a current creator looking 
for some more tips and support – make the time to attend this informative and enter-
taining panel and Q&A session by a comic writer whose creator-owned graphic novels 
have raised over $400,000 on Kickstarter to date! Plan on taking notes…



ART
Friday, November 11

K. Lynn Smith, Jay Fosgitt, and Seth Damoose - Drawing Something Weird

Join artists Jay Fosgitt, K. Lynn Smith and Seth Damoose as they take your suggestions 
and draw something weird, wild and wonderful. Moderated by Derek Becker.

Corinne Roberts - Drawing Sea Creatures

Use basic shapes and line techniques to create a variety of sea creatures. Attendees only 
need a pencil, paper and eraser to follow along.

John Giang - Conceptual Art For Motion Pictures

John Giang has done a significant amount of concept art for Industrial Light And Magic 
which includes Transformers, Iron Man, Pacific Rim, and TMNT movies. John will discuss 
the process of developing the concept for your favorite movie characters.

Tony Kordos - What The $#&* Does In Inker Do?

Tony is a professional inker in the comic profession, but the question remains: what in the 
world does an inker do? Tony explains the job in simple detail and discusses how it is a 
legitimate way to break into the profession.

Sunday, November 13

Leo Leibelman - Storyboarding For Hollywood Films and TV Shows

Leo Leibelman has created storyboards for several TV shows and movies, and he will 
step you through the basics of this, what kind of job to expect, and the expectations 
that one must meet to keep the client happy.

Mark McKenna - 35 Years of Inking; A Retrospective

The inker of such titles as Deadpool, Batman, and X-men discusses four decades in the 
career of comics and answers your questions as well.



COMIC DESIGN AND PRODUCTION
Saturday, November 12

Comfort and Adam - Let’s Make a Hero

Everybody loves a hero – they’re the characters you root for and the people you want 
to be. Award nominated wife and husband action faction Comfort and Adam lead this 
seminar in two parts: first, you’ll learn what makes great heroes in both writing and in 
art. Then, Comfort and Adam will invite the audience to participate in creating a new 
hero which will be designed and drawn live.

Bob Hall - The Process Of Doing Educational Comics

Bob has been involved in creating comics for educational purposes for years, and he 
shows the ins and outs of this unique end of the comic profession and shows its rele-
vance in today’s educational landscape.

John Giang, Stuart Sayger, &Jeremy Clark - The Art Of Being A Cover Artist

John, Stuart, and Jeremy discuss being a cover artist in the comic book profession, the 
importance of their first impression artwork, and the challenge of reflecting the story in 
the art without any spoilers.

Christy McCulfor - Making A Manga Into A Graphic Novel

Local artist/writer Christy McCulfor discusses the process of making a graphic novel 
and taking elements from both American and Japanese influences.

Paul D. Storrie - Turning Myths & Legends into Comics & Graphic Novels

There are ancient stories from around the world about incredible heroes, villains, mon-
sters, and magic. When adapting them into comics, how do you decide what to keep 
in, what to leave out, and what to tweak to better appeal to a modern audience?



PUBLISHING
Friday, November 11

Scott Rosema, Comfort and Adam - Making A Living In Comics
Independent comics can be a hard life, but it can be done. Join Scott Rosema and 
Comfort and Adam as they discuss the unfiltered truth about making a living in comics 
without working for any of the big companies.

Saturday, November 12

Arthur Suydam, Vince Locke, and Stuart Sayger - Horror In Comics

Join Arthur (Marvel Zombies), Vice (House By The Cemetery, Sandman), and Stuart 
Sayger (The Walking Dead, Vampirella) as they discuss the darker side of the comic 
world and how horror in comics has shaped the industry.

Renee Witterstaetter, Heather Antos, and Comfort Love - Women In Comics

Join Heather, Renee, and Comfort as they discuss the unique challenges of working as 
a female in the traditionally male-dominated world of comic books and how the indus-
try has changed over the years.

Michael Golden - A Q&A With Michael Golden

The legendary comic book artist takes your questions and tell his story of his career in 
the comic industry.

Dirk Manning, Andrew Pepoy, Thom Zahler
The Ins and Outs of Crowd Funding

Crowd funding has leveled the playing field for independent comic creators where they 
can make a living in the field with the right amount of effort and self-promotion. Dirk, 
Andrew, and Thom are all very successful at crowd funding, and together they will 
discuss the secrets behind using Kickstarter and Indiegogo to bring your project to life.



Joe Corroney - Working With Copyrighted Material

Joe Corroney is a licensed artist for many franchises including the Star wars empire. 
Joe discusses the hoops an artist must jump through in order to become a licensed art-
ist and the expectations one must have when working with a highly desirable property.

Heather Antos, Renee Witterstaetter
What Do Publishers REALLY Want In New Talent

Comic book editors Heather (Valiant) and Renee (former Marvel) discuss what the big 
publishers are really looking for in new talent. It isn’t what you think!

BUSINESS

Saturday, November 12

Dirk Manning, Andrew Pepoy, and Thom Zahler
The Ins and Outs of Crowd Funding

Crowd funding has leveled the playing field for independent comic creators where they 
can make a living in the field with the right amount of effort and self-promotion. Dirk, 
Andrew, and Thom are all very successful at crowd funding, and together they will 
discuss the secrets behind using Kickstarter and Indiegogo to bring your project to life.

Joe Corroney - Working With Copyrighted Material

Joe Corroney is a licensed artist for many franchises including the Star wars empire. 
Joe discusses the hoops an artist must jump through in order to become a licensed art-
ist and the expectations one must have when working with a highly desirable property.

Sunday, November 13

Bryan Donihue - Stop Burning Bridges: Building Relationships with 
Con Runners & Other Creatives

This panel is for indie authors and artists, and anyone who wants to build their business 
with conventions. Bryan Donihue talks about his career building relationships with con-
ventions, and have an honest discussion about the importance of building relationships 
with con runners and other creatives, and what it may mean for your business.



HISTORY
Friday, November 11

Silent Film Screening: Metropolis

Check out the classic science fiction film as it was originally meant to be seen: the 
long, uncut version. Screening with include an organist and an introduction to the film. 
Check out how your ancestors would have watched a movie!

Saturday, November 12

Victoria Price - My Father Vincent Price

The daughter of the famous acting legend discusses her childhood and discussing 
Vincent Price from a perspective only she can understand: Dad.

Allen Stewart - Saturday Morning Super Hero Cartoons

Grab your towel for a cape and a bowl of your favorite sugary cereal. We are going 
back to your childhood and talk about our favorite Saturday morning cartoons and 
cereals. Kids today don’t know the suffering we went through only getting to watch 
cartoons once a week for 5 hours lol. Let’s have a great time with all of your classic 
favorites Mighty Mouse “Here He Comes to Save The Day”. My personal favorite Sat-
urday Morning combo was Super Friends and Captain Crunch Peanut Butter cereal. We 
will talk about our favorites Saturday Morning Super Hero Cartoons from the 1950’s 
thru the 1990’s Underdog to Batman Animated and everything in between. 

Michael Shorkey - The History Of Archie’s Super Heroes

Learn about a world of super heroes that dates back to the Golden Age with many 
heroes that predate popular Marvel and DC characters. The world of Archie’s Mighty 
Crusaders through the Golden, Silver, Bronze and Modern Ages and the legacy they 
left behind. 

Karen Whitfield - Holy Shenanigans, Batman!

Karen was the Batgirl sidekick for Adam West and Burt Ward when they used to tour 
together in their “Batman” TV show costumes at comic book conventions in the 1970s 
and 80s. In this unique panel, Karen discusses these tours, the backstage antics, and 
why the fun had to end.



Sunday, November 13

Allen Stewart - EC Comics: Seduction of the Innocent 1950-1955

It was almost the end of comic books in the mid 1950’s. Churches and schools were 
burning and banning comic books by the thousands all due to one book Seduction of 
the Innocent by Dr. Frederic Wertham. Comic book historian and Hall of Heroes Muse-
um Director Allen Stewart will take you back in time to the 1950’s. You will learn about 
this infamous book, the creation of the comics code, EC Comics and what part they 
played in all of this and the origins of MAD Magazine.

FILM SCREENINGS
Friday, November 11

Grindhouse Film Festival

Make sure to check out some of the best independent short films in the horror and 
science fiction genres geared toward a more audience. Must be 17 or older to attend.

Saturday, November 12

Film Showing - Carrie and Jess Save the Universe

Carrie and Jess, best friends and aspiring rock stars, take a vacation to the Beach 
Planet, but their plans are interrupted when they encounter the heinous Space Queen, 
who’s using a portable black hole to usurp power from the President of Earth!

Film Festival

Take some time to check out some of the best independent short films from all over 
the world and vote for your favorite!

Bambi Movie Screening

Before the 80th anniversary screening of Bambi we will show the classic Disney film for 
fans and newbies alike.



YOUTUBE

Friday, November 11

Doug Walker - Nostalgia Critic Q&A

Have some aching questions for the follicly-challenged one himself? Well now’s your 
chance to ask! Join Doug Walker and the Nostalgia Critic gang as they answer all the 
questions.

Saturday, November 12

Dennis Dub - Twitch Streaming

Inside of this panel we would be focusing on PurplePC’s journey on his Twitch carrier as 
well as giving tips on streaming and how to keep focus.

Harp Twins - Q&A With The Harp Twins

Camille and Kennerly from The Harp Twins will take the time to answer your questions 
and discuss their unique YouTube career.

unCAGEDgamez & Caboose - How to Make YouTube Your Full-Time Job!

Join content creators unCAGEDgamez and Caboose, with a combined total of 1.3 
Million Subscribers, as they discuss what they did to make YouTube their full-time job, 
and how you can too!

Channel Awesome - What’s so Funny? 

Learn from internet hit Doug Walker and his actor cohorts (aka The Nostalgia Critic 
Gang) all the various types of humor you can use in filming, performing, or just every-
day life. Ask questions, perform sketches, and discover your inner funny bone.



HOLLYWOOD CELEBRITIES

Friday, November 11

Chris Britton - On Screen and Off Screen: A Discussion with Chris Britton

Mr. Sinister himself is here to talk about his experience in voice acting, screen acting, 
and life in general.

Sarah Natochenny - Voice Acting Q&A with Sarah Natochenny

Sarah Natochenny, the voice of Ash Ketchum in Pokemon, chooses you to join her as 
she answers your questions about being your favorite Pokemon trainer.

Julia Lewald, Lenore Zann, Alison Sealy-Smith, Catherine Disher
Strong Women in X-Men: TAS

Join the strong women in the X-Men: TAS, centering around episode 16 “Whatever 
It Takes” which stars two female characters and is written by a woman, a rare things 
in the era of “1990s boys action-adventure television”. A showing of the episode will 
precede this panel.

Eric Lewald, Larry Houston, Len Uhley - Nightcrawler – An X-Men: TAS Story

X-Men showrunner Eric Lewald, writer Len Uhley and producer-director Larry H. 
Houston discuss how they made “Nightcrawler,” a fan favorite, which was the first 
mainstream TV animation episode to explore issues of faith. Moderator: X-Men writer 
Julia Lewald.

Brianna Knickerbocker - Q/A with Brianna Knickerbocker

Whether it’s about Demon Slayer, Genshin Impact, her own music career or any of her 
other roles, Brianna Knickerbocker will answering questions, sharing behind the scenes 
moments, and talking about her career behind the microphone.



Matthew Wood - Sounds within Star Wars – Q/A with Matthew Wood

Join Matthew Woods, sound editor and voice actor for Lucasfilm, as he explains what 
happens behind the scenes to make the Marvel tv series and Star Wars series sound 
their very best.

Douglas Tait - Acting under Special Effects with Douglas Tait

Ever wondered what it’s like to don special effects makeup or masks? Join Douglas Tait 
in being fully immersed in the roles he has had in his career, discussing acting under 
masks, makeup, and prosthetics. Ask questions, hear stories, and get a peek into 
Douglas Tait’s career on screen.

Ari Lehman - Being (the) First Jason

Ari Lehman is (the) FIRST Jason! Frontman for heavy metal band First Jason and the ac-
tor behind kid Jason in the first Friday the 13th movie, Ari Lehman has stories to share! 
Discuss all things Friday the 13th and music with Ari Lehman in this Q/A style panel!

Saturday, November 12

Len Uhley, Eric & Julia Lewald - Disney Afternoon: DuckTales to Bonkers

Animation veterans Len Uhley, Julia Lewald, and Eric Lewald discuss the dozens of 
episodes they wrote for the Shows That Made Your Childhood. If you’re a fan of Chip 
’N’ Dale’s Rescue Rangers, DuckTales, Winnie the Pooh and TaleSpin, this is the panel 
for you! Moderator TBD.

Larry Houston - The Art of Saturday Morning Cartoons
Larry Houston worked in the art department on some of the most well-known Saturday 
morning cartoons. Join him as he tells tales about what all went into making some of 
our favorite cartoons of the ‘90s.

Deep Roy - Q/A with Deep Roy

Ever wonder what prep went into those Oompa Loompa songs and dances in Charlie 
the Chocolate Factory? Or what it’s like to walk in the footsteps of one of Star Wars’ 
most-beloved characters? Ask Deep Roy yourself during this Q&A panel!



X-Men: TAS Cast - Meet the X-Men – The X-Men: TAS Gathering

See all the faces behind your favorite characters from X-Men: The Animated Series. 
Hear stories, behind the scenes moments, and more at this once in a lifetime gathering!

Jeff Daniel Phillips - Rob Zombies’ Horrors to the Modern Munsters

Jeff Daniel Phillips has been a frequent collaborator on films with Rob Zombie with the 
most recent being in his role as Herman Munster in the 2022 film The Munsters. Hear 
Phillips speak about his time working with the movie legend and his experience bring-
ing one of America’s favorite tv characters back to life.

Donnie Dunagan - I Was The Son Of Frankenstein

Donnie was the child of Doctor Victor Frankenstein in the 1939 Universal Monsters flick 
Son Of Frankenstein. In this unique panel, Donnie discusses his recollections of the film 
and being part of the Universal Monsters legacy.

Cast and Crew - What Is “The Watchers”

Join the cast and creators of The Watchers for an exciting panel about how the show 
was made right here in Grand Rapids, Michigan along with some Q&A.  The Watchers 
is an eight episode series about the archangel Michael being sent to earth to protect 
mankind from his brother, the Devil who hunts for a weapon that can kill supernatural be-
ings.  On the panel will be series creator and director Aaron Greer, show leads Kevin Porter 
and David Gries, and guest stars and Michigan natives Sophie Bolen and Renay Rayes.

Donnie Dunagan and Peter Behn - A Bambi Panel
80 years have passed since Bambi was released in theaters, but join the voice of young 
Thumper, Peter Behn,  and the voice of young Bambi, Donnie Dunagan, as they speak 
about the beloved Disney classic today.

Marta Kristen - Q/A with Marta Kristen

Don’t miss this opportunity to hear about the many roles, hobbies, stories and career 
of Marta Kristen. From her time on the stage as a child to being in front of the camera 
on such classics as The Loretta Young Show, Alfred Hitchcock Presents, and Leave it to 
Beaver, and everything in between.



Tom Morga - How to Roll with the Punches – Stuntman Experiences

Tom Morga has over 100 credits to his name as a stuntman in many of your favorite mov-
ies. Come find out more about his stunt work and how he entered into the business.

C.J. Graham - Ending Up a Killer – Getting the Role

Join C.J. Graham as he recounts his time behind Jason’s mask in the Friday the 13th 
series and exactly how he got the role.

Sunday, November 13

Assorted Panelists - Friday the 13th: A Killer’s Gathering

Six of the actors who brought the towering, terrifying, never-dying Jason Voorhees to the 
screen will be discussing Friday the 13th, being behind the mask, stunts, and everything in 
between. There will be banter, stories, and memories to be had!

Grey Delisle-Griffin - The Woman with over 1500 Voices

Grey Delisle-Griffin has voiced countless animated characters on such tv series as 
Scooby-Doo, Clifford the Big Red Dog, The Weekenders, Danny Phantom, The Grim 
Adventures of Billy and Mandy, and Foster’s Home for Imaginary Friends! Come find 
out about her experience as a voice-actor for such classic characters.

Cal Dodd - A 90’s Spook: Slappy the Dummy

Cal Dodd will give you goosebumps as he tells of his time as Slappy the Dummy in R.L. 
Stine’s ever popular tv series “Goosebumps”.

Austin St. John - Being The Red Ranger–And Beyond

Go Go Power Rangers! Austin St. John, the original Red Ranger in the Mighty Morphin’ 
Power Rangers, will be sharing stories about his time in the red suit, his career, and 
what he’s been up to since his talk with Zordon.



Eric & Julia Lewald, Len Uhley, Larry Houston - Creation Of X-Men: TAS

Join the minds and hands behind the X-Men: The Animated Series stories, plans and 
episodes for a discussion of what you don’t see on the screen. We will cover the pro-
cess of writing, creating, and seeing the story go from ideas to fruition on the screen, 
and everything in between.

Jeff Daniel Phillips - Behind the Camera with Jeff Daniel Phillips

With degrees in film making and fine arts and experience as a production designer, art di-
rector, and prop master, Jeff Daniel Phillips speaks about what it’s like behind the scenes.

Colleen O’Shaughnessey
From Naruto to Sonic: A Q/A with Colleen O’Shuaghnassey
Michigan native Colleen O’Shuaghnassey speaks about her time in Naruto, Sonic, and 
many more of your favorite animated series!

COSTUME DESIGN

Saturday, November 12

Bebe Alkaid, Knightmage, and Sweets4aSweet - Introduction to Wigs

Wigs can completely transform a costume, and there is some basic information to learn 
about styling & caring for them so they last.  Join Cosplay Guests Bebe Alkaid, Knight-
mage, and Sweets4aSweet to take the mystery out of wig styling.

Laurie Luczyk and Joe Swietlik - Page to Stage Cosplay

Have a Favorite Comic, Manga or Novel? Have you ever considered Cosplaying a char-
acter from it? Award Winning Cosplayers Laurie Luczyk and Joe Swietlik discuss mak-
ing dream cosplays from popular novels, comics, and Manga. They will be showing a 
step-by-step build that recently won third place at DragonCon page to stage costume 
contest. Come with ideas for your favorite character; the more obscure, the better!



Bebe Alkiad, Knightmage, and Sweets4aSweet - Foam 101

Making foam props & armor can seem scary, but these tips will help take the mystery 
out of this craft!  Join Cosplay Guests Bebe Alkaid, Knightmage, and Sweets4aSweet 
for the ins and outs of creating foam crafts. 

Sunday, November 13

Cosplay Guests - Makeup 101

Even beginners to wearing makeup can quickly learn the ins & outs of this important 
aspect of cosplay.  Cosplay Guests Bebe Alkaid, Knightmage, Natalie Vaia, Papa Bear, 
and Sweets4Sweet teach you basics of cosplay makeup and skincare.

Cosplay Guests - Cosplay over 30

Cosplaying over 30 can present a whole set of challenges that younger cosplayers 
don’t experience.  Join Cosplay Guests Bebe Alkaid, Knightmage, Natalie Vaia, Papa 
Bear, and Sweets4Sweet for tips and tricks on changing challenges to triumphs!



THEATRE

Sunday, November 13

Alison Sealy-Smith, George Buza, and Chris Britton
Diversity and Experience in Theater

Stepping out from the booth and onto the stage, talk all things theater, stage perfor-
mance, and being in front of a live audience with Alison Sealy-Smith and Chris Britton, 
both renowned in Canada for their stage performances and careers.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Sunday, November 13

Joe Swietlik - So You Want To Be A Cosplay Photographer?

Ever want to know what it’s like being a Professional photographer in cosplay? Join the 
creative director of Have Camera, Will Cosplay Joe Swietlik about his misadventures 
over the past year being a cosplay photographer. Laughs will be had while lessons will 
be learned.




